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### Title:
**Home Development Mutual Fund vs. Court of Appeals and Dr. Cora J. Virata (CONVIR)
and Associates, Inc.: A Study on Contract Renewal and Termination Notice**

### Facts:
This case originated from a Consultancy Agreement between CONVIR and Associates, Inc.,
led by Dr. Cora J. Virata, and the Home Development Mutual Fund (HDMF), represented by
Vicente Reventar III, which was in force from January 1, 1985, to December 31, 1985. The
agreement allowed for termination given a 30-day notice by either party. On December 16,
1985, Dr. Virata sought confirmation of the agreement’s renewal due to HDMF’s silence,
taking the lack of  response as implied agreement renewal for  1986.  However,  HDMF,
through  Marilou  O.  Adea-Proctor,  terminated  the  contract  on  December  23,  1985,  a
notification received by CONVIR on January 9, 1986.

Dr. Virata filed a complaint for sudden termination without the requisite 30-day notice,
resulting in financial losses. HDMF contended that the contract’s expiration voids the need
for a termination notice. The trial court awarded CONVIR damages and attorney’s fees, a
ruling  modified  by  the  Court  of  Appeals  to  exclude  compensatory  damages  due  to
insufficient evidence.

### Issues:
1. Whether the 1985 Consultancy Agreement’s term implicitly extended without explicit
termination notice from either party.
2. The reasonableness of HDMF’s termination notice served close to the year’s end.
3. The entitlement of CONVIR to attorney’s fees under Article 19 of the New Civil Code.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court affirmed the Court of Appeals’ decision in totality, countering HDMF’s
arguments and highlighting that:
1. The Consultancy Agreement included a provision requiring 30-day advance termination
notice,  interpreted  as  integral  to  the  contract,  thereby  voiding  HDMF’s  unilateral
termination without such notice.
2. The late delivery of the termination notice, especially during the holiday season, was
ruled unreasonable and unfair to CONVIR, leaving insufficient preparation time for business
adjustments.
3. HDMF’s failure to adhere to the agreement’s terms and its subsequent refusal to comply
with CONVIR’s valid demands constituted bad faith, validating the award of attorney’s fees.
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### Doctrine:
This case reaffirms the principle that contractual obligations must be fulfilled in good faith,
and  the  terms  agreed  upon  by  the  contracting  parties  must  be  strictly  followed.  It
emphasizes the vitality of notification periods in contractual terminations, adhering to the
mutual benefit of the involved parties.

### Class Notes:
– **Contractual Obligations**: Recognized by law among parties and should be complied
with in good faith.
– **Termination Notice**: The requirement for advance notification in contract termination
is pivotal and should align with the agreement specifics for its validity.
– **Mutuality of Contracts**: Article 1308 of the New Civil Code underscores that contracts’
obligations and stipulations bind both parties, not permitting unilateral decisions without
the other’s consent.
– **Good Faith in Contracts**: Parties must act in honesty and fairness, not just adhering to
the literal terms but the spirit of the agreement.

### Historical Background:
The  contractual  dispute  illuminates  the  nuances  in  interpreting  agreement  provisions
regarding renewal  and termination.  It  underscores  the  evolution  of  legal  standards  in
ensuring fair business practices and upholding the doctrine of good faith in contractual
relations within the Philippines. This case also exemplifies the judiciary’s role in balancing
contractual freedom with the obligations of fairness and good faith among parties.


